The improvement of identification accuracy of concurrent vowels with differences in fundamental frequency (AF 0) is usually attributed to mechanisms that exploit harmonic structure. To decide whether identification is aided primarily by selecting the target vowel on the basis of its harmonic structure ("harmonic enhancement") or removing the interfering vowel on tile basis of its harmonic structure ("harmonic cancellation"), pairs of synthetic vowels, each of which was either harmonic or inharmonic, were presented to listeners for identification. Responses for each vowel were scored according to the vowel's harmonicity and that of the vowel that accompanied it. For a given target, identification was better by about 3% for a harmonic ground unless the tinget was also harmonic with the same F 0 . This supports the cancellation hypothesis. Identification was worse for harmonic than for inharmonic targets by 3%-8%. This does not support the enhancement hypothesis. When both vowels were harmonic, identification was better by about 6% when the F0's differed by 1/2 semitone, consistent with previous experiments. Results are interpreted in terms of harmonic enhancement and harmonic cancellation, and alternative explanations such as waveform interaction are considered.
1984; Bregman, 1989, 1993 ; Darwin and Culling, 1990; Culling and Darwin, 1993) . In these studies, two synthetic vowels were presented simultaneously at various AF 0 values and subjects were requested to identify both vowels from a predetermined set of five to eight vowels. Identification scores reflecting the ability to identify both vowels (combinations-correct score) for several of these studies are plotted in Fig. 1 .
There are large differences in overall identification rate between studies that may be attributed to differences in training of subjects, presence or absence of feedback, size of vowel set, inclusion of pairs of identical vowels, stimulus duration, level, etc. A common trend is a rapid increase in identification performance with AF 0 up to between 1/2 and 2 semitone separation (3%-12% difference in Fo), followed by an asymptote. This effect is usually explained by assuming that the mechanism that exploits the harmonic structure of the vowel spectrum is effective when the Fo's are different but fails when they are the same and the harmonic series of both vowels coincide. However, a question that none of these studies has addressed is whether it is primarily the harmonicity of the vowel being recognized that aids its segregation and subsequent identification, or that of the background vowel. This leaves unresolved many issues involved in the design of voice separation models. The primary aim of the present study is to directly test the effect of the harmo- nicity of both the target vowel and the background vowel on the target's identification. One study that approached this question was conducted by Lea (1992; Lea and Summerfield, 1992) . He presented listeners with pairs of vowels of which each could be either voiced or whispered, and requested them to identify both vowels. He scored results according to the harmonicity of the vowel being named (the target) and that of the other vowel (the ground), and found that targets were better identified when the ground was voiced than when it was whispered. There was no significant advantage when the target itself was voiced rather than whispered. However, with a slightly different method, Lea and Tsuzaki (1993a,b) found that targets were better recognized when they were voiced.
A difficulty with this experiment is that it requires voiced and whispered vowels to be equivalent in both "phonetic quality" and "masking power" (except insofar as these depend on harmonicity). This is a difficult requirement because it is not evident how one should go about matching the continuous spectrum of a whispered vowel to the discrete spectrum of a voiced vowel. Lea (1992) used a model of basilar membrane excitation to match the vowels, but the possibility remains that some imbalance, for example of level, might have affected the results. In the experiment to be described in this paper, whispered vowels were replaced by inharJnonic vowels with spectral structure and density closer to those of harmonic vowels.
Summerfield and Culling (1992b) measured relative intensity thresholds for identification of synthetic vowels in the presence of vowel-like maskers with spectra that were either harmonic or inharmonic (with partials displaced randomly).
They found that thresholds were lower for harmonic than for inharmonic maskers, by about 5-7 dB. This is strong evidence for cancellation. In contrast, the harmonic state of the target had little effect on the threshold, suggesting that enhancement plays a minor role, if any. However, we noted earlier that enhancement is difficult to perform at low signalto-noise ratios, so their experiment is perhaps not the most sensitive test. and has the same F0). All else being equal, identification should be better when the ground is harmonic:
R(I/HO)>R(I/10), R(I/Hx)>R(I/Ix), R(H/Hx)>R(H/Ix).

B. Experimental rationale and predictions
We wished to determine whether the auditory system uses the harmonicity of the target or that of the ground to segregate the target from the mixture. For that purpose we used stimuli consisting of pairs of vowels, each of which was either harmonic or inharmonic. Inharmonic vowels were obtained by perturbing the frequencies of the components of a harmonic vowel by small random amounts, as explained in Sec. I B and Appendix B. We define the "fundamental frequency" of an inharmonic vowel as the fundamental frequency of the harmonic series before perturbation. In addition to harmonicity states we introduced differences in fundamental frequency (AF0) in order to compare their effects and study their interaction, and allow comparisons with previous studies. Pairs of vowels were presented together. Subjects were asked to identify both vowels and respond with an unordered pair of vowel names. For each vowel in the stimulus, the answer was deemed correct if the vowel's name appeared within the response pair. This answer was classified according to the harmonic state of that vowel (the target), the state of the other vowel (the ground), and the F 0 difference between them. This process was repeated for the second vowel in the pair, reversing the roles of target and ground.
In this paper, the notation H/I, for example, indicates a harmonic target with an inharmonic ground, and R(H/I) indicates the identification rate for that target. Other combinations are denoted I/H, H/H, and I/I. Where necessary, the relation between the F0's may also be specified: H/10 signifies the same F 0 and H/Ix signifies a different F o (H/I signifies a regrouping of H/10 and H/Ix together). For each hypothesis concerning the strategy that is used by the auditory system to separate harmonic sounds, specific predictions can be made concerning the outcome of this experiment.
Enhancement
According to this hypothesis, harmonicity of the target promotes segregation from the ground (unless the ground is also harmonic and has the same F0). All else being equal, a target should be better identified if it is harmonic: If the hypothesis is false, these differences should be insignificant.
Cancellation
According to this hypothesis, harmonicity of the ground allows the target to be segregated (unless it is also harmonic If the hypothesis is false, the differences should be insignificant. In addition to these two hypotheses that our experiment was specifically designed to test, there are others that are worth considering.
Symmetric mechanisms
According to Bregman (1990) , a characteristic of primitive segregation is the symmetry of its effects: segregation causes both parts of a mixture to become equally accessible. Thus vowels in a pair should be equally affected by factors that promote segregation. In that case we expect b. Beating between partials. Culling (1990), Darwin (1993, 1994) , and Assmann and Summerfield (1994) suggested that beating between partials in the F• region might explain improvements in identification with AF 0 . Beating occurs, for example, if two partials belonging to different vowels fall within the same auditory filter: the output fluctuates at a rate that depends on the difference in frequency between the partials. Fluctuations may allow the amplitudes of the two partials to be better estimated, as long as they are neither too slow to be appreciable within the duration of the stimulus, nor too fast to be resolved temporally by the auditory system. Beating is likely to affect identification in a complex fashion, but insofar as it depends only on the absolute frequency difference between partials of both vowels, both should be equally affected. The F o values we chose allow AFo's of 0% and 2.9% (1/2 semitone) to be investigated. Based on previous studies (Fig. l) , such values should ensure an effect large enough to be significant while leaving room for improvement with other factors. The maximum frequency shift of the partials of our inharmoni½ vowels is also about i/2 semitone. This happens to be the mistuning up to which individual lowfrequency partials still make a full contribution to virtual pitch, as estimated by Moore et al. (1985) .
C. Synthesis
Individual vowels were generated by additive synthesis at a sampling rate of 16 kHz. Their spectra comprised 45 components with amplitudes determined by interpolated look-up in a spectral envelope table corresponding to a given allophone. There was an additional -5-dB/component deemphasis from the 30th to the 45th component. All components started in sine phase.
B. Harmonic structure
Vowels were synthesized in one of two harmonicity states (harmonic and inharmonic) and at three nominal fundamental frequencies (125 Hz and +1/4 semitone, i.e., ñ1.45% of the F0). Harmonic vowels had component frequencies equally spaced at multiples of the F o. For inharmonic vowels, each component frequency was shifted from the harmonic series by an amount drawn at random from a uniform distribution bounded by -+3% of the harmonic frequency, or half the spacing between adjacent harmonics, whichever was smaller (see Appendix B for more details).
The F 0 of an inharmonic vowel is by definition that of the harmonic series before modification. We chose to use a rather mild perturbation to ensure that the spectral density was similar to that of a harmonic vowel shaped by the same envelope. Different inharmonic component frequency patterns were used for different allophones, but for each allophone the same pattern was used at different Fo's. An example of the derivation of an inharmonic pattern is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
II. PRETEST: SINGLE VOWEL IDENTIFICATION
The purpose of the pretest was to verify that listeners could correctly identify all allophones of the synthesized vowels used in the experiment. We also wished to check for any systematic effects of harmonicity or F o on the identifiability of vowels, as such effects might interfere with the effects studied in the main experiments.
A. Subjects
Subjects were 21 male and II female caucasian hotno sapiens volunteers recruited from the staff and students at IRCAM and ENST (including the four authors). Their ages ranged from 23 to 50 yr. None of the subjects reported having a hearing disorder. The subjects had French as either their mother tongue (23) or as a highly fluent second language which they practiced on a daily basis in their professional lives (9). Most had extensive experience producing and listening to synthesized sounds. Nineteen of the subjects had p=micipated in a similar pilot experiment about two months prior to this one. Subjects were seated in a Soluna SN-1 double-walled soundproof booth, in front of a computer terminal that was used for prompting and to collect responses. Subjects were informed that they would hear individual vowel sounds and were to identify them as one of/a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, or/u/by typing the appropriate key on the computer keyboard (a, e, i, o, u, respectively). They were informed that they needed to attain a criterion performance level of 95% to continue on to the main experiment. Each combination of allophone, nominal F 0, and harmonicity was presented once for a total of 300 trials in random order.
D. Results
All but two of the subjects attained 95% criterion performance and continued on to participate in the main experiment. The identification rates for the two subjects rejected were 91% and 94%. Mean performance for all allophones but three was better than 95%. One allophone fell between 90% and 95% (an/u/) and two below 90% ( In the inharmonic state a different component pattern was used for each allophone. Since vowels within a pair were different, component patterns within inharmonicinharmonic pairs were always different. As noted above, all conditions used the same set of allophones, but for practical reasons it was not possible to guarantee that the occurrence of allophone pairs was similarly balanced. Allophones were paired at random, and the pairing was renewed for each presentation and subject.
Preliminary experiments had shown that when vowels are mixed at equal rms signal levels, one vowel might dominate the pair due to unequal mutual interference, as noted by McKeown (1992) . In that case, the identification probability of one vowel is likely to be at its "floor" and the other at its "ceiling," both being thereby insensitive to the conditions of interest. To avoid such a situation, we performed a preliminary experiment to determine levels of equal "mutual interference" (see Appendix C). From these results we derived a level correction factor for all pairs, such that identification rates for both vowels were the same. Vowel levels were adjusted according to this factor, the vowels were summed, and the rms signal level of the sum was set to a standard level for all pairs, corresponding to a stimulus presentation level of about 60 dBA.
C. Procedure
The experimental apparatus was the same as in the pretest. Subjects were informed that they would hear a complex sound composed of two different vowels from the set lal,/el, 
Evidence of symmetrical segregation
A contrast planned to test the hypothesis of symmetrical segregation (Introduction, Sec. B 3) shows that, contrary to a hypothesized lack of difference, performance is significantly better for I/H than for H/I conditions [R(HII) vs R(H/ I):F(1,29)=96, p<0.0001], by about 5% (Fig. 5) . Symmetric segregation mechanisms cannot account for our results. They might, however, coexist with other asymmetric mechanisms, so it is of interest to consider contrasts specific to the various symmetric segregation hypotheses. 
Confusion matrix
Examination of the confusion matrix reveals a slight bias toward responses containing o (22.0%) and e (21.0%), rather than those containing i (19.1%), u (19.1%), or a (18.8%). The unordered response pair ou was recorded most often (14.2%), and au least often (7.1%). The vowel/u/appears to be correctly identified most often (85%), followed by Io/ (80%), /e/ (76%), /a/ (73%), and /i/ (72%). Vowels paired with /a/ are identified correctly most often (91%), followed by those paired with /i/ (86%), /e/ (82%), /ol (79%), and/u/(49%). The poor rate for vowels paired with /u/is almost certainly due to the excessive level emphasis given to lu/relative to other vowels (see Appendix).
Results of the pretest suggested that harmonicity might have an effect on the identifiability of/e/ and/u/ targets, independent from any segregation effects. However, excluding either of these vowels from analysis does not affect the main pattern of results.
Dependency of effects on vowel pair
Our experiment was designed assuming that data would be averaged over vowel pairs (and thus over allophone pairs and component pattern pairs), because we had no theoretical reason to expect major differences in the way different vowel pairs, allophone pairs, or pattern pairs might affect the dependency of identification rate on our main conditions: ground harmonicity, target harmonicity, and AF 0 . It is new ertheless of interest to note such effects. Figure 6 displays the identification rate as a function of ground harmonicity for each of the 20 vowel pairs, for both conditions of AF o and both conditions of target harmonicity. Vowel pairs differ considerably in overall identification rate, as well as in the size and direction of the effects of ground harmonicity. These differences may reflect an actual dependency of these effects on vowel pair, or some effect of the level correction factors that we applied, or possibly differences between the component patterns used to synthesize each vowel pair (each allophone had its own inharmonic pattern when it was synthesized in an inharmonic state, so each vowel was represented by a different set of patterns). Our experimental design does not allow us to decide which of these factors are responsible for the differences. It is, however, of interest to keep them in mind when interpreting our main effects. For e•ample. it may be that the population of "inharmonic" patterns that we treat as homogeneous is actually made up of members with widely differing properties.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Effect of •,F 0 in comparison with previous studies
Most previous studies report the proportion of responses for which both vowels in a pair were correctly identified (combinations-correct rates). To allow comparisons to be made, similar scores were calculated from our data for the HIH conditions and plotted in Fig. I At a AF 0 of 1/2 semitone, whatever the target, and at AF0=0 when the target is inharmonic, identification is better when the ground is harmonic. This is consistent with the cancellation hypothesis. No advantage was to be expected for a harmonic ground in the H/HO condition, but identification was actually worse when the ground was harmonic
than when it was inharmonic [R(H/HO)<R(1/HO)],
an outcome that the cancellation hypothesis does not predict. One possible explanation is that our inharmonic stimuli were approximately harmonic with a "pseudoperiod" that differed from their nominal period (on informal listening they often appeared to have a pitch different from that of a harmonic vowel of same Fo). A harmonic sieve tuned to reject the peudoperiod might partially remove the inharmonic ground without completely removing the target, whereas that target would be eliminated if both vowels were harmonic and had the same F 0. Another possible explanation is that other mechanisms are at work together with cancellation. Lea (1992) also found evidence for cancellation: when the target was a 112-Hz voiced vowel, identification rates were better by 3% for a 100-Hz voiced ground than for a whispered ground. When the target was a whispered vowel, the advantage was 8%. Subsequent experiments (Lea and Tsuzaki, 1993a,b) gave similar results. The smaller size of the effects we found (•3%) may be due to the fact that our inharmonic vowels were more "harmonic" than the whispered vowels used by Lea.
C. Evidence for enhancement
Our results do not support enhancement. In fact, identification rates are worse when the target is harmonic, whereas in the absence of enhancement we predicted a null effect. This result is unexpected. It is worth considering in more detail at this point the assumptions upon which we based our predictions. We assumed that both vowels could be retrieved simultaneously via independent processing channels involving enhancement and/or cancellation, and thus that both hypotheses could be tested independently. If instead the auditory system must choose between strategies, factors that favor one may penalize the other. If, for example, cancellation is used systematically, it may tend to "lock" onto whatever happens to be harmonic within the stimulus, and thus impair the identification of harmonic targets. Inharmonic targets would be relatively immune. Thus the unexpected outcome of our experiment may be due to the mutual interference between segregation mechanisms. If so, we cannot rule out the eventuality that enhancement is used, but its effects are swamped by the side effects of cancellation. Enhancement would eventually show up in tasks in which cancellation is less likely to come into play. Our results contrast with those of Lea (1992) , who found no significant difference between whispered and voiced targets, and Lea and Summerfield (1992), who found an advantage for targets that were voiced rather than whispered. Summerfield and Culling (1992b) also found no effect of target harmonicity on masking level thresholds.
An explanation for the apparent preference of the auditory system for cancellation over enhancement may be found in an experiment by McKeown (1992). He requested subjects to identify both vowels within a pair, and at the same time judge which vowel was "dominant," and which was "domi~ nated." Improvements in identification with AF 0 only occurred for the dominated vowel. If we suppose that it is easier to estimate the F o of a dominant vowel than that of a dominated vowel, it should follow that cancellation is likely to have segregated the dominated vowel (de Cheveign6, Slower fluctuations may occur in the compound representation of the vowel pain Two partials falling within the same peripheral channel produce beats with a depth that depends on their relative amplitudes, and a rate equal to their difference frequency. Three or more partials produce yet more complex interactions. These fluctuations may cause the auditory representation to take on a shape that momentarily allows one vowel or the other, or both together, to be better identified. Darwin (1993, 1994 ) suggested that such beats might explain increases of identification rate with differences in F 0. Assmann and Summerfield (1994) found that successive 50-ms segments excised from a 200-ms stimulus composed of two vowels with different F0's were not equally identifiable. For small AF0's, identification of the whole stimulus could be accounted for assuming it was based on the "best" of the segments that composed it. This result is compatible with the notion that F 0 differences cause the auditory representation to fluctuate (as indeed the shortterm spectrum itself fluctuates), and provide the auditory system with various intervals upon which to base identification, one of which may be particularly favorable to either vowel or both. htharmonicity or F 0 differences between vowels can be interpreted as slowly varying phase relationships between partials of harmonic vowels with the same F 0. The "best interval" provided by beating can be interpreted simply as a phase relationship that is particularly favorable for identification. The harmonic vowels used in our experiments were all synthesized in sine phase, whereas the partials of inharmonic vowels can be interpreted as progressively moving out of this phase relationship./fthe masking power of vowels in sine phase were relatively small, and the resistance to mask-ing of vowels in sine phase relatively poor, then harmonic vowels would appear to be both less well recognized and less effective as maskers, as indeed we found. Such phase effects, if they exist, thus constitute a possible alternative explanation of our results.
R Harmonicity and the cohesion of sound
The lack of a positive effect of harmonicity on target vowel identification is the most surprising result of this study. It has been suggested that harmonicity labels parts of a sound as belonging together in several ways: continuity of F 0 indicates that successive parts of speech belong to the same voice; the same F0 indicates that different formants belong to the same vowel; a common F 0 signals that partials within a formant belong together (Bregman, 1990; Broadbent and Ladefoged, 1957; Cutting, 1976; Darwin, 1981) . Without this "harmonic glue" components would fall apart, and the sound might lose its intelligibility or be more easily masked. Nevertheless, Darwin (1981) ) calls "polyperiodicity," produces the impression of multiple sources, and thus tells the auditory system that segregation is called for. In the absence of such a cue, the auditory system may fail to "notice" that there are several sounds, and no segregation will occur. If so, the cue is important for segregation in everyday situations. In our experiment the task was such that subjects were forced to consider each stimulus as containing exactly two sounds. The presence or absence of "multiple sound" cues related to harmonicity or delta F o would have made no difference to the listener's responses.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
(1) Vowels within pairs synthesized in sine phase were identified better by about 3% when they were inharmonic than when they were harmonic, except when the ground was harmonic and AF0= 0, in which case the advantage was 8%. These results are contrary to what one would expect if a strategy of harmonic enhancement was used to segregate the vowels.
(2) Vowels within pairs synthesized in sine phase were identified better by about 3% when the vowels accompanying them were harmonic than when they were inharmonic, except when the target vowel was also harmonic and AF0=0, in which case they were less well identified by about 3%. These results are consistent with the hypothesis of harmonic cancellation.
(3) When both vowels within a pair were harmonic, they were better identified by about 6% when there was a difference in F 0 of 1/2 semitone. This result is similar to those of previous studies. When either vowel was inharmonic, a difference in Fo did not affect identification.
(4) When one vowel within a pair was harmonic and the other inharmonic, the inharmonic component was identified significantly better than the harmonic component. Effects did not follow the symmetric pattern that is sometimes assumed to be characteristic of primitive segregation. 
ENVELOPES
We wished to use stimuli with high intraclass variability in order to make the identification task more difficult and more typical of real speech communication. We reasoned that the best place to look for such variability is in natural, continuous speech. We systematically extracted voiced (quasiperiodic) tokens from a multispeaker speech database to obtain samples of a wide range of spectra. We then screened them in several stages to obtain a set of spectral envelopes that were consistently identifiable as given vowels after resynthesis. The thresholds of acceptance in these screening tests were chosen to strike an (arbitrary) balance between the goals of variability and consistent identifiability.
The database consisted initially of 50 phonetically balanced French sentences pronounced by 11 adult speakers (5 male, 6 female), belonging to the CD6_GRECO1 disk of the GRECOI database (GRECO, 1987) . To this initial database we later added 16 sentences containing mainly lul vowels and a set of CVCV (V=/u/) words from the same database. Data were sampled at 16 kHz with 16-bit resolution. The database was processed by an F 0 estimation algorithm based on the average magnitude difference function algorithm (described in Appendix B-2 of de Cheveignt, 1993a), that produces as a by-product a measure of periodicity. The F 0 and periodicity measure were used to label portions of voiced speech as follows: wherever the periodicity measure was above an arbitrary threshold (2.0) for more than 50 ms, and the F 0 was within the range 111-141 Hz, an index was set every 50 ms. A total of 1788 indices were thus set, of which 572 were retained after a first informal listening test. For each index, a 512-point 0-to 8-kHz spectral envelope was calculated. The envelopes served to synthesize periodic synthetic vowels that were further screened to obtain 75/a/, 49 lel, 35/i/, 13 Iol, and 13/u/allophones. A clustering algorithm was used to choose from each set ten allophones with spectral envelopes as different from each other as possible.
A pilot version of our experiments, conducted with 20 subjects, served as a final screening test. Analysis of the results revealed an abnormally high error rate for four/u/allophones that tended to be systematically identified as Io/, even by subjects that had consistently classified them as/u/ in previous screening tests (a result that no doubt illustrates effects of stimulus set on vowel identification). We eliminated these allophones, duplicated four of the remaining allophones, renamed them, and proceeded as if lu/ had the same number (ten) of allophones as the other phonemes.
We repeatedly met difficulties with/u/. For some reason, very few portions of speech isolated from our database sounded like/u/after resynthesis, even those taken from sentences labeled as containing mainly/u/phonemes. A tentative explanation is that in French /u/ is articulated with a protmsion of the lips. The target position may require some time to be attained, and the resulting spectral transition may in fact be necessary for identification. Evidently no such transition is present in the resynthesized vowel. This does not explain, however, why a few tokens do sound reasonably /u/-like after synthesis. Overall, surprisingly few of the original voiced speech tokens were identified consistently as vowels after resynthesis: less than 10% of the original tokens survived the final screening. In real speech, vowel identity is probably largely determined by contextual or dynamic features that are absent from the resynthesized vowels (Hillenbrand and Gayvert, 1993).
APPENDIX B: SYNTHESIS OF INHARMONIC COMPONENT PATTERNS
We wished to obtain vowels that were inharmonic, but with a spectral density close to that of a harmonic vowel. The frequency of each component of a harmonic series was shifted by a random amount drawn from a uniform distribution bounded by _+3% of the harmonic frequency, or half the spacing between adjacent harmonics, whichever was smaller. We synthesized twice the required number of component patterns ( When vowels are mixed at equal rms signal levels, one vowel may dominate the pair due to unequal mutual interference. We wished to avoid this situation. Informal listening showed that an equal rms level results in approximately equal loudness; we concluded that matching for equal loudness was unlikely to fidfill our goal. Instead, we decided to experimentally determine a correction factor to balance mutual interference.
We first informally determined, for each of the ten vowel pairs, the rms level differences for which either vowel appeared to be absent. We then centered a scale with 4-dB steps and ten levels on the mean of these two differences, and synthesized pairs of unison harmonic vowels according to this scale. There were ten such scales, one for each vowel pair. The stimuli were presented five times each in random order to four subjects (the four authors). At each presentation the stimulus was repeated twice; after each repetition the subject had to identify one constituent. A response could be any of the five vowels, or "x" if no vowel could be heard, but the two responses had to be different. Psychomelric functions were plotted for each component of a pair, and their intercept was taken as the correction factor. The correction factors for all pairs are shown in Table CI. These results are roughly compatible with those reported by McKeown (1992) for three of his four subjects:/a/tends to dominate all other phonemes while/u/tends to be domi- /e/in order of increasing dominance. However, our factors were determined before the final screening that eliminated four allophones of lu/. Levels are therefore certainly biased too far in favor of/u/to compensate for the poor quality of those allophones. This is evident in the identification rates as a function of ground vowel which were particularly low when/u/was ground (Sec. Ill D 6), but it should not have affected our main conclusions concerning the effects of harmonicily or AF0: they remain quite similar when pairs containing/u/are removed from the analysis. We do not recommend that these particular level correction factors be used in other studies.
•ln all reports of F statistics in this article the probabilities reflect, where necessary, an adjustment of the degrees of freedom by the GreenhouseGetsset factor to correct for the inherent correlation of repeated measuremeats (Getsset and Greenhouse, 1958) . GG indicates the epsilon factor by which degrees of freedom were multiplied to determine the probability level.
•1 his is a conservative correction factor.
•The data were also reanalyzed after transformation by an arcsine function to obtain distributions that better satisfy the assumptions of ANOVA, with similar results.
